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Editor’s note

For six years the book review issue has been a mainstay in the *Tulsa Law Review*, and we are honored to continue that tradition in our 50th volume. As one of the few remaining forums dedicated exclusively to the art of the book review, we are proud to present a truly fascinating group of essays. The books reviewed in this issue represent a tour of some of the most outstanding legal scholars and topics in recent years. Ranging from presidential powers to disability law and corporate personhood, the myriad of subjects covered in the ensuing pages are sure to spark the interest of any reader. The authors of these reviews capture the depth and complexity of each book, highlight their contributions to the academic literature, and offer valuable commentary and critiques.

Additionally, with this year’s issue we are delighted to mark the second year of our ongoing and fruitful relationship with Professors Linda Mcclain and Ken Kersch. Their ability to choose the most exciting books in legal academia and pair them with such astute reviewers year after year is truly a feat worthy of our gratitude.

I would like to thank each reviewing author, you have been a delight to work with from beginning to end. Finally, I would like to thank our editorial team for their superb work on this project. Their dedication is without parallel, and this issue, a result of more than a year’s worth of planning and work, could not have come to fruition without their tireless efforts.

—Jacob Damrill
Editor in Chief,
*Tulsa Law Review*